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Key Points 
 There are three major factors in treatment decisions for juvenile hip dysplasia: 

o Signalment and severity 
o Surgeon experience and bias  
o Client informed consent 

 Little is known about veterinary informed consent 
 Extensive studies in the human field suggest that the most important factor in the 

doctor:patient relationship as it pertains to informed consent is TRUST 
  
Decision making in juvenile hip dysplasia is easy! Young dogs with femoral heads located up 

near their shoulder joints should probably not get pelvic osteotomies. Dogs that are skeletally 
mature probably will not benefit much from JPS. And dogs that are 3 months of age probably 
should not have total hip replacements. The basic algorithm is quite clear.  But… what about the 
9 month old dog with moderate subluxation, no radiographic osteoarthritis, and good reduction 
on palpation? The options include medical/conservative management, physical rehabilitation, 
femoral head and neck excisions (FHNE), triple or double pelvic osteotomy (TPO/DPO), and 
total hip replacement (THR). Multiply this by two hips and you have 25 different combinations 
of options! It hurts just thinking about it. 

A review of the evidence on the efficacy on treatment options proves one thing. We have 
no idea what works best, particularly in the long term. Thus we are left with two determining 
factors, veterinarian opinion and the owners decision; so called “informed consent”. The 
surgeons opinion is likely influenced by many factors; so called “baggage”. These factors 
include: long term bias (what were they taught in residency); short term bias (how did the last 
case go?); financial bias (how am I doing this month?); competitive bias (do I really want to refer 
this to my competition just because I cant offer the procedure?); and communication bias 
(paternalistic versus “passing the buck”). 
 Paternalistic doctor patient interactions in human medicine are mostly a thing of history 
and the same is likely happening in veterinary medicine. Many clients will still ask the question 
“what would you do if this was your dog” but, as more information and misinformation is 
available to our clients they will play a greater role in decision-making. While few studies have 
examined clients’ decision-making processes in veterinary care, numerous studies have 
examined this process in human patients. Among the conclusions are that: interpretation of risk 
changes as people age; satisfaction is associated with the preferred involvement in the decision 
making process; decision making may be more important than the decision itself; consent is a 
decision to trust; patient’s autonomy and the surgeons communication skills are more important 
than technical proficiency when developing trust in a surgeon.  
 Patient quality of life and function are the primary goals of management of juvenile hip 
dysplasia.  Prediction of the best management method for complex cases is impossible although 
many treatments may provide benefit. Also of concern in veterinary surgery is the satisfaction of 
the owner. Achievement of this goal has as much to do with establishing a relationship of trust 
and preferred involvement as it does with achieving a positive outcome with technical 
proficiency. 
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